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NOMIENCLATURE

a Lattice constant

e Electronic charge; Bae of atural lopritbm (2.71828)

E Electron energy

EV Energ of electron in kth state

f(i) Distribution function representing the number of carriers in kth state

f0  Fermi-Dirac distribution function at equilibrium

if Reduced Planck constant

I a' b, c  Transport integrals

In  Modified transport integals

Jn Standard transport integrals

k Total thermal conductivity

ke Electronic thermal conductivity

kei Intrinsic electronic thermal conductivity

kg Lattice thermal conductivity

ku  Lattice thermal conductivity of a virtual crystal

k Electron wave vector

K Kelvin temperature unit

Kn  Electronic transport integrals

L Lorenz function

( L0 Lorenz number (2.443 x 10- V2 K-2)

M Average atomic mass

N H Atomic mass of the heavier element

ML Atomic mass of the lighter element

* a Number of conduction electrons per atom

S Absolute thermoelectric power

T Temperature

v Speed of sound

v(E) Electron velocity in spberical symmetry



v(k) Velocity of electron in kth state

V Average atomic volume.

VH Atomic volume of the heavier element

VL Atomic volume of the lighter element

W Electronic thermal resistivitye

Wei Intrinsic electronic thermal resistivity
Ie

W Residual electronic thermal resistivityee

WHi Contribution to Wei of electrons moving parallel to the Fermi surface

Wi Contribution toWei of electrons moving perpendicular to the Fermi surface

£W Deviation from thermal analog of Matthiessen's rule

x Reduced phonon frequency

x 0  Reduced phonon frequency at which the relaxation times for point-defect
scattering and U-processes are equal

y Atomic fraction of the solute

Y1l Atomic fraction of the heavier element

YL Atomic fraction of the lighter element

a Ratio of reciprocal relaxation times for N- and U-processes

Impurity-imperfection parameter of elements

yF Gruineisen parameter

Quantity characterizing the perturbation due to mass defects and lattice
distortion

Fermi energy

Reduced electron energy

0 Debye temperature

. ,€ Boltzmann constant

II
Ferromagnetic ordering parameter

p Total electrical resistivity

* pResistivity of ferromagnetic metal in the absenoe of f er msetic ordering

p Residual electrical resistivity

Pi Intrinsic electrical resistivity
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Combined relaxation time

TN Relaxation time for N-processes
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1. INTRODUCTION.

The primary objective of t sudy ws tQ critically evaluate, aisq, d synthesize

all the available data and information an the thermal coaductivlMy of l ieboted biIa

alloy systems and to generate recommended reference data over the w:i est practicable

ranges of temperature and alloy composition for each of the alloy systems. It will become
evident that for most of these alloy systems there are serious gaps in the thermal conduc-

tivity data, as concerns dependence on composition or temperature, or both, and that most
of the available data show large uncertainties or wide divergences. It has, therefore, bee
necessary to set other objectives: (1) to develop reliable methods for the estimation of
the thermal conductivity of alloys, (2) to determine the extent to which the methods of data
estimation developed in this study are applicable in general, and (3) to identify those areas
where further theoretical and experimental research is needed.

The ten alloy systems selected for this study are the systems with the largest amount

of experimental data among some 200 alloy systems for which thermal conductivity data

are available. This selection of alloy systems with the largest amount of experimental data
is necessary since data evaluation is possible only when data are available and the availability
of fairly sufficient data for an alloy system is prerequisite for detailed data analysis, cor-

relation, and synthesis.

The systems selected represent all three different kinds of binary alloy systems: non-
transition-metal and nontransitlon-metal systems (aluminum-copper, aluminum-magnesium,

copper-gold, copper-zinc, and gld-silver), nontransition-metal and transition-metal sys-
tems (copper-nickel, copper-palladium, gold-palladium, and silver-palladium), and a

transition-metal and transition-metal system (iron-nickel). The inclusion of this wide

range of alloy systems In this study has tested the broad applicability of the methods developed
for data estimation and synthesis.

The methods developed for the estimation of the thermal conductivity of alloys are

detailed In Section 2. These methods have been extensively tested with key sets of reliable
experimental data. In Section 3 the procedures for data evaluation and for the generation
of recommended values are outlined, including the procedures for data estimation using

the methods detailed in Section 2.

The recommended (or provisional) values for the total thermal conductivity,

, electronic thermal conductivity, and lattice thermal conductivity and the original experi-
mental data for the thermal conductivity of the ten selected binary alloy systems are reported

in Section 4, together with a discussion of each system, rev/ewing individual pieces of avail-
able data and information, giving details of data analysis and synthesis, and discussing the
coiulderations involved in arriving at the final assessment and reomm os. For each

-A
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of the alloy systems except two (alnlmim-o pet and copper-zinc), the recommended

(or provisional) thermal conductivity values are given for 25 alloy compositions: 0.5, 1,

3, 5, W 516, W, Of and .6%, which grbly &Oili t. Intorpohdiao of values for

a w ,Maemhoevalue a. 2ie wl-a ued disordered alloys.

The complete bibliographic citation for the 184 references are given in Section 6.
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In metals and alloys the principal carriers of thermal energy are electrons and lattice

waves, and it is commonly assumed that the total thermal conductivity Is

k = ke +kg (1)

where ke Is the electronic thermal conductivity and k is the lattice thermal conductivity;

these are the thermal conductivity components due to the transport of heat by the electrons

and by the lattice waves or phonons, respectively.

In pure normal metals, conduction by lattice waves is negligible in comparison with

conduction by electrons at all temperatures, but In alloys the lattice component Is often

comparable to and sometimes even greater than the electronic component at low tempera-

tures and is not negligible even at temperatures well above the Debye temperature in some

cases. Hence, in order to estimate the thermal conductivity of an alloy it is necessary to

estimate both the electronic and lattice components. Since the principal thermal resistance

mechanisms differ In different temperature regions, it is necessary to devise different

methods for making predictive estimates In different temperature regions. In the course

of developing these methods a number of specific areas in which further experimental and

theoretical studies are needed were identified.

2. 1. Electronic Thermal Conductivity

In alloys at temperatures below about 25 K the only significant contribution to the

electronic thermal resistivity, We , is the scattering of electrons by solute atoms, so that

the electronic thermal conductivity may be calculated from the Wiedemann-Franz-Lorenz

relationship,

k 1 1 ILeT

where Wep Is the residual electronic thermal resistivity due to impurity scattering of elec-

tror, p0 is the residual electrical resistivity, T is the temperature, and 4 e Is the classical

theoretical Loren nmber and has a value of 2.443 x 10-6 Vt K-2.

At higher temperatures the scattering of electrons by lattice waves becomes sigificant.

At tmperatures between about 25 K and 100 K the electronic thermal reistitvty has *am-

manly been estimated from the thermal asmlog of Matthiessen's rule,

We - W. +W- ZT We  (a)

where We is the Intrinsic electronic thermal resistivity, which is the reciprocal of tie

intrinsic electronic thermal ocimtivity, kni, of the "parent" elAt,e Ma tth Sm's
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rule states that the electrical resistivity is compoked of a residual and an intrinsic

component:

p =P +p, (4)

Equation (3) is based on the aftumption that the deviations from Matthiessen's rule,

Ap= p - P0 - Pi, and its thermal analog, AW = We - Wa - Wei, can be neglected. This

is not the case at higher temperatures; Ap and AW may be significant even at temperatures
below 100 K. These deviations may be taken into account by assuming that they are related

by the Wiedemann-Franz-Lorenz law: Ap/AW = LT, where L is the Lorenz ratio which

may or may not be equal to L. This assumptioA is based on an argument by Klemerq 111*

which may be summarized as follows.

The intrinsic electrical and thermal resistivities arise from interactions between

electrons and phonons which take electrons from regions of momentum space where there

are too many into regions where there are too few electrons relative to the equilibrium con-

ceitration. Since the phonon energies are relatively small, the elecron energies are little

changed by these interactions, and their initial and final states must both lie near the Fermi

surface.

In the case of electrical conduction the deviation of the distribution function from

the equilibrium distribution due to the electric field is proportional [21 to a function, f(k),

of the direction of the electron wave vector, the sign of the deviation depending on the di-

rection of the electron wave vector. The intrinsic electrical resistivity, p, is the result

of the motion of electrons in V space through interactions with phonons to distant regions

of the Fermi surface, involving substantial changes in the direction of V, which is a "hor-

izontal" movement on the Fermi surface.

In the case of thermal conduction, the deviation from the electronic equilibrium

distribution due to the temperature gradient is proportional to the same function f(k) of

the direction of the electron wave vector but it is also proportional to the reduced electron

energy, 11= (E-<)/KT, E being the electron energy, C the Fermi energy, and K the Boltzmann

constant. Thus the sign of the deviation of the distribution function can be changed not only

by "horizontalm movement on the Fermi surface but also by changing the sign of 11, which

is a "vertical" movement through the Fermi surface. These motions in k space contribute

approximately additively to the Intrinsic electronic thermal resistivty: W.hl " WHi + WVI.

Since f(g) is the same for electrical and thermal conduction, horizodl movement Is equally

effective in both cases, so that pI aw'WHi are related by the WiedSniam-rans-Loren

law. Now Wvi depends on a local property of the Fermi surface and Is, therefore, rela-

tively insensitive to changes in the band structure due to alloying. On the other hand WIi,

Numbers In bracket designte reerem -listed in seotiQ 6.
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being due to motion of the electrons over lag distanoes on the Fermi msurf , is sensitive

to danges In its overall sbape, paricularly wheu these cages involve contact with the

zone boundary which effectively short circuits the horizmtl movement, 11ee the e nge

in WHi on alloying is much larger than the change in WVi and makes the dominant contri-

bution to the deviations from Matthiessen's rule. Thus, to a good apprmatio, the

deviations from Matthiessen's rule and its thermal analog are related by the Wiedemann-

Franz-Lorenz law,

We = (p-Pi)/LT +Wei (5)

or
1(6

k = (p-pi )/LT +Wei (6)

In applying eq. (6), Wei and P1 are taken to be the intrinsic thermal and electrical

*resistivities of the virtual crystal obtained by interpolating between the values for the ele-

ments, linearly for alloys of ordinary metals and according to Mott's theory [3,41 for alloys

containing transition elements. For most alloys Wei is much smaller than the other term

in eq. (6) so that the error introduced in common practice by taking Wei of the elements

to be the reciprocals of their total thermal conductivities is also small. However, in dilute

alloys of elements which do not have electronic thermal conductivities comparable to those

of the noble elements this error is significant, and Wel is therefore calculated in this work

from the expression

W eike Ke k--g-T (7)
el eg

where is the impurity-imperfection parameter of the element. The values of k and of

the elements are available from ref. [51 * and the values of k of an element at moderate

and high temperatures are calculated from eq. (36). The values of electrical resistivities

of the ten selected binary alloy systems and their nine constituent elements used in eq. (6)

are available from ref. 171.

From the argument leading to eq. (6) it is clear that the value of L used therein

should be that for horizontal motion on the Fermi surface, or for elastic scattering; the.

values of L appropriate for use in eq.. (6) and in the Widemsar-Frans-Loren t law, which

one might expect to be valid at high temperatures where phooms scatter electrons through

large angles, are discussed below.

It should be noted that eq. (6) may not be valid in some cases. If the deviations

frm Matthiessen's rule are due to the fact that two bnds of electrons, such as those on

I'The reommeded values for the thermal omActivittes of the elements given in ret. (61
in same cases are sllghtly different from those given In ret. 161, aid the values given in
re. [51 are preferred and should be used whenever there is a difference.
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the meek and belly regions of the Fermi surface, contribute siSuticntly to the electrical

ondeati=, then. in general, the deviations from MtthiessemS rule and its thermal analog

are not related by the Wiedemam-Frean-Lorems law.

Significant deviations of the Lores ratio from its classical value can result from

band structure effeets and from electron-electron scattering.

The possibility of deviations due to band structure effects and the difficulties they

present may be seen from the following. Assuming the existence of a relaxation time, the

electronic transport properties can be expressed through integrals over reciprocal space

oi the form

Kn 3- 2ifl) rQlS) (Ej - V) BE d3 8

which for spherical symmetry 11821 reduces to

K n m rr v(E) r(E) (E - C)n- I d :(9

Here 11 is the reduced Planck constant, v is the electron velocity, r is the relaxation time,

E is the electron energy, f 0 is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, C is the Fermi energy,

and dA is an element of a constant energy surface in reciprocal space. In particular, the

absolute thermoelectric power is given by

S (10)
eTKe

and the Lorenz ratio by

K1  K2
L = - - =- I S1 U

e2T2  L i T

Because of the factor afO/bE, the only significant contributions to these integrals are from

energies differing from C by no more than KT, where K is the Boltzmam constant, so that

the usual procedure is to expand each integrand in a Taylor series about C. Retaining only

the leading term of the series leads to the result L = 11 - 82, where L Is the classical the-

oretical Lorenz number. The values of L obtained from this result are used in eq. (6)

to give the equation employed in our calculations:

P-p1  + W

_* (LOh-" T s
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The values of absolute thermoelectric powers of tim en se rd himy allayems used
In eq. (12) are availabl from ret. 140).

There is some question about the choice of I, in the came of transition-element alloys.
The difficulties occur also in the treatment of the pure tranition metals, and will be review

briefly in that context.

If, as in the case of some transition metals, a narrow band with a high density of
states overlaps the conduction band at the Fermi energy, then at high temperatures it is
necessary to include higher order terms in the series and this will cause a deviation of the
Lorenz ratio from the classical value. It is possible, at least In principle, to evaluate the
second order terms from the thermoelectric power and the series expansion for the elec-
trical conductivity (see Williams and Fulkerson, 1969 [8, pp. 443-71 ). However, if the
relaxation time Is a strong function of energy, as is the case in transietion metals on the
assumption [91 that It may be written as the reciprocal of the product of the demvity of states
and a scattering probability per unit tU;ne, then a Taylor series expansion about C may not
be adequate to represent the integrand over the energy range KT at high temperatures.

%In such cases the integrals must be evaluated numerically. This has been done for Pd [101
and reasonable agreement between theory and experiment was obtained; the discrepancies
were presumably due to electron-electron scattering [11, p. 4121 which occurs in both
ordinary and transition metals. In ordinary metals, normal electron-electron scattering,
in which electron quasi-momentum is conserved, contributes to the thermal resistivity but
not to the electrical resistivity and thus causes a negative deviation of the Lorenz ratio.
Such a deviation has been observed in Cu [12,13]. In transition metals normal electron-
electron interactions between s and d band electrons contribute to the electrical resistivity
as well as to the thermal resistivity; these processes are very strong [14,151 and are gen-
erally thought to be responsible for the T2 temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity
observed in these metals at low temperatures. The deviation of the Lorenz ratio due to

electron-electron scattering may either enhance or partially cancel the effects of band struc-
ture. The latter appears to be the case in the group VII elements [161. The deviations
of the Loren ratio of transition metals due to band structure effects are significant and
cannot yet be calculated directly; further, in order to calculate correlations between the
electrical resistivity and the Lorenz ratio, the density of states function of the material
must be known and there are difficulties in including the effects of eleotron-electrag sat-
tering In such an analysis.

The Wiedemaun-Frans-Lorenz law Is valid in alloys at very lw temp r1e*1e where

one need consider only impurity scattering, and in both metals and alloys at high temper-

atures where phoos scatter electrons through large ngles. Equation (12) was developed
in order to calculate the electroie ompomet at intermediate tempatuiwe. ewvert,



as In clear from the preceding disumalam, in the case of tniitcbmstai. alloys there: is
considerable uncertainty about the values of the Lorenz ratio to -be used In 11he Wiedemann-
Franz-Loirent law at high temperstures. The mrob4,tried, w" to interpolate for the de-
viatica from the clMaslcal value on the bombs of thwea~tlona44p assua~pton that the as,
deviation resulting from band structure effects and s-d electron-eiedtwm acatrnghAe pro-
portional to the number of holes in the d band. It was found that in the Cu-Ni system the
resulting values of knowhere, differed from those obtained friom eq. (12) by more than

5 percent and ft was decided to use eq. (12) over the entire temperature rampe above 25 K.

In view of the uncertainties associated with eq. (12), in i reasauring that the values
obtained from It have been fou~nd to be in good agreement with the values of the elect, ak

component obtained from experimeaW value@ of thermal conductivity considered to be re-
liable on the basis of the usual criteria.

While a considerable amount of effort has been concentrated on the study of deviations
from Matthieesen! a rule, far less attention has been given to their relation to the deviations

from ite thermal analog 11, 17,181. Work in this area in hindered by the failure of many
authors to Include the corresponding electrical resistivity data when reporting thermal con-
ductivity values. Further work in this area would help to determine the limitations of eq.

4 (12) and very probably lead to improvements on it.

2.2. Lattice Thermal Conductivity

The processes limiting lattice conduction are different In the temperature regions

below, about, and above the temperature at which it has Uts maximum value. At very low

temperatures, typcally below one twentieth of the Debye temperature, 9, these are the
ordinary and impurity- induced electron-phonon interactions and, in strained specimens,
Pbonon scattering by dislocations. These processes are also important in the temperature
range In which the lattice oonentu has its maximum value, typically between 0/20 and

* 6/5 for alloys of ordinary metals but considerably higher for some transition elements,
* but In this region point-defect scattering and three-phonom anharmonic Interactions also

contribute to the thermal resistivity. At temperatures above this region the important re-
sistive processes In tilkas of ordinary metals are three-phonos anharmonic Interactions

and poit-deect scattering; In alloys conftg transition metals the effect of electron-phonon
inteactonsmay, also be sfgalftoaat In the lower portion of this temperatures range. This

third region is the only one in which it in possible to estimate the lattce componmnt on the
basis, of present theory.

a4 Loow Temsperature Region

The problem ac oalaukt th COWI* smt bw doe nteetka-1boti Iternetil
is a very difficult one even In the simplest casn; In hoct, measureet of low t e npearature



alloy thermal condctivity were Iially uWWi WO".W woalem bi IO Intera tio.

Frain results reported by LUz~mbWl Ad Peumebsk 4981 IMw CIAlir itApp e
#t might be poesible to estim~ate the lIcU oinaei fropR.01MU001 eLVW* taeMS
the basis of preset theory. Tis did at pro to betes It esq,,Im gt-w

oltained from an expressi OD wbiab tolpws &VIA the 9100000" 1n VOfL (191 4 inwei from
those ob ned from measurements by as musk a fabtr of tbrqs. It, is almte t erki
that these discrepancies are largely the result of the ",ofa PippaW l eureaite (20 1

which are based on the free electron model; this simple model i idequate 1w moat metals

and alloys.
At temperatures below 0/20, the latc dwa conduc tivity of,a pere ny metal i

may be calculated from an expression derived by Kh1us. [211

kg 33 ke Tt(13)

where n Is the number of conduction electrons per atom, 0 Is the Deby tempeature, and

kei is the intrinsic electronic thermal conductivity. Since In this region k./ J inversely

proportional to T2, kg has a T2 temperature dependence. Equation (13) is based on the

assumption of a reciprocal effect of the electron-pbonon interaction on electro and lattice

conduction and therefore does not apply to transition elements in which electron-phomo

interactions involving only d band electrons have little effect on electrical conductivity but

may have a significant effect an lattice conduction. It also does not apply to alloys in which

the electron mean free path is so short that the usual treatment of the electrom-phonon inter-

action is invalid; typically, theme are alloys in which the residual resistivity Is 10 OD am

or greater.

However, if one attempts to esUmato the kg of an alloy from this expression the

value obtained Is sreater than the experimental value by a bacter which Increases rapidly

with solute conetration up to ately 10 atomic pere t. A possible explanan

of this behavior is that It is due to phonon scattering by dislocations which are so strovgy

anchored by solute atoms that they remain even after prolonge aameaWC at ldsh temper-

atures. The experimental support for this IdeIs so m recet - V ma Cm-Al
Salloys at the University of Connectc ut [221 which show that m bdwha s in oesee

at temperatures below about 0.6 K, where the dominmat pbom waveltMhs a"bftg than

the rnge of the dislocation st fAl so 4at Seamt by disloco is gat re-

dod 1231.

Cemapnlyat mu mais aslieb ats".'~ 'asJ . ih* at
low tmpsM&me and It ast bo dfahW by " mst ke hfot t*&* Aftld

"I+ s M11 v fhes me a at as Doif

e14 • gt A-I



are given, as there is often a significant variation in the resistivities of specimens having

the smwe nominal composition. It is unfortunate that while there is a sizable body of ex-

perimental dat showing strong composition dependence of the low-temperature thermal

conductivity of alloys, in most cases the corresponding values of the electrical resistivity

are not reported, a. that it Is not possible to relate the changes In the two quantities. Finally,
in view of the prohbblity that residual dislocations are responsible for a large portion of

the thermal resistivity, one eat reliably extrapolate curves of the lattice component down

to temperatures below about 1.5 K.

In order to make it possible to estimate the lattice component at low temperatures

by other than empirical means, it is necessary to develop both a quantitative theory f im-

purity enhancement of the phonon scattering in alloys of ordinary metals and a theory of

low temperature lattice conduction in transition element and high residual resistivity alloys.

It seems that progress in these directions will involve the use of Pippard's more general

equations 1241 which apply to a non-spherical Fermi surface, taking into account Ohnges

in its shape with the addition of solutes. However, application of tl.s theory to transition

metals presents a difficult problem. Since electrical conduction is mainly by s band elec-

tros, the residual resistivity is a measure of the mean free path of the s electrons and

provides no information about the mean free path of the d band holes, which is probably

very short.

b. Intermediate Temperatures

At temperatures near the maximum of the lattice component the resistive processes

which limit lattice conduction at lower and higher temperatures are comparable in magni-

tude and the problem of estimating the lattice component in this region is a formidable one.

It is, first, because of the difficulties associated with the electron-phonon interaction dis-

cussed above and, secondly, because the treatment of the resistive three-phonon anharmonic

interaction in this region is complicated by the fact that here the strength of these interactions

is a rapidly varying function of temperature.

At present there is no method available for the calculation of k in this temperature

region. In this work the values of k in this region are derived from experimental data
g

and the calculated values of ke.

c. High Temperature Region

At temperatures above the region of the maximum of the lattice component, typically

0/5 for alloys of ordinary metals but considerably higher for some transition-element alloys,

it is possible to estimate the lattice thermal comduotivity on the basis of a theory developed

by Klemens [251 and Callaway (261 assuming that the effect of the eleotron-phonon Interaction
can be neglected; this is not the case for some transition elements in the lower portion of

this temperature rame.
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The reciprocal relaxation time for the thermally resistive three-phonon anharmonic

interactions, U-processes, at frequencies not too close to the Debye limit is of the form

BT w0 where B is a constant determined from experiment, T is the temperature, and W is

the frequency of the lattice wave. The reciprocal relaxation time for point-defect scattering

is of the form (a 3/4fv 3) c w4 where a3 is the average volume per atom, v is the speed of

sound, and c is a quantity which characterizes the perturbation due to mass defects and

distortions of the lattice. In addition, there are three-phonon anharmonic interactions,

N-processes, which do not contribute directly to the thermal resistivity but do contribute

indirectly by redistributing energy from the low frequency modes to the high frequency modes

which are strongly scattered by the point defects. The reciprocal relaxation time for N-

processes has the same form as that for the U-processes and, as argued by Klemens, et al.

[271, appears to have approximately the same magnitude in this temperature region.

Since N-processes do not contribute directly to the thermal resistivity, the effective

total reciprocal relaxation time Is not simply the sum of the individual reciprocal relaxation

times. Callaway devised a formalism in which the N-processes are taken into account cor-

rectly for steady state lattice conduction.

Callaway found that the lattice thermal conductivity is given by

kg 2Uv c

where

fO/T x4 ex

a S Tc . dx (15)a = a0 (e x -1)

'b = dx (16)
o N (ex - 1)'

8/TI/ (I IS) x4 ex

c 0  7N 7I N)ex1)2 dx (17)

and K and 11 are the Boltzmann constant and the reduced Planck constant, v is the speed of

* sound, and x = ftw/KT is the reduced phonon frequency. Here 1c is a combined relaxation

time, obtained as the reciprocal of the sum of the reciprocal relaxation times for the var-

ious interactions, TN is the relaxation time for N-processes, and the term b/1c occurs

because of the difference between 1" and the effective total relaxation time resulting from

the fact that N-processes do not contribute directly to the thermal resistivity.

Writing the reciprocal relaxation times for point-defect scattering, U-processes

and N-processes as -t = AyO, T"'4 - BT w2, and TN-4 = aBT wt ro',.,ctvely, where a
- N
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is the temperature-independent ratio of reciprocal relaxation times for N- and U-processes,

the reciprocal combined relaxation time when the lattice thermal conductivity is limited
by these interactions is

rc' = I A[A9 +BT (1+)1 (18)

so that

Tc g BT (19)

"N Ad +BT (1+)

and

(1- ) =BTw2(I- AT d (Ad + T_ (20)N Ad2 +BT (1+a) Ad +BT (1+&)

Upon denoting the frequency at which the reciprocal relaxation times for point-defect

scattering and U-processes are equal by w4, noting that w02 = BT/A, and introducing the
reduced frequency x = It w/KT, so that x0 = I w0/KT, these relations become:

Tc- = BT w2 (1 +a+w 2/W0
2) = BT x (1 +c+x 2/x0

2) (21)

Tr_____ _ = a (22)
TN 1 +of+ /W0

2  1 +a+ x2/X02

and

T Oj BT W2 (1I +d/42) BTt 2 (1 +X/; 2 )
_ 1 - =XBT -x2 (23)
TN TN# + of+ /W0

2  1+ p+ X2/XO2

Thus, for the present case, eqs. (15) to (17) become:

a= 2 1 fGT x exl dx
a 0() B JO (e - 1)2 (1 +p +xl/xl)G/ ,t e, x dx

(oXx ( ]~
X62 (I +ad

224
=( 1' ( ) (2-4)
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X4 O/ dx (25)
(e x  1) (1 +af+x/x) 1(O/T)

2 6/T xG eX (I +x2/XO2 ) dx
*I T=() fBT (x - 1) 2 ++ X27.0 2)

fKT 2 a BT IS (O/T)
w)(+a) [I. (OIT) + 2 (26)

Substituting eqs. (24) to (26) into eq. (14) yields

kg= K2 BD [12 (81r) +- a142 (9/T) (27)
(2w2 11v ( 1 +a)0 B] 4I (O/T) +1l (e/T)/xo"

where In (O/T) is the modified transport integral given by

I n (e/T) = fo[ / T xxn x d (28)
( -1)2 11 + X

X02 (I a

and x0 is the reduced frequency at which the reciprocal relaxation times for U-processes

and point-defect scattering are equal; that is (see eq. (32))

IT = V3 (29)

Equation (27) is for the lattice thermal conductivity as limited by both point-defect

scattering and three-phonon anharmonic Interactions. In the limit of vanishing point-defect
scattering, when the thermal conductivity is limited by three-phoon anharmonic interac-

tions only (denoted by ku), xO becomes infinite so that the modified transport integral I n(O/T)
reduces to the standard transport integral Jn (B/T) ad eq. (27) reduces to

k - 2  [J, (W/T) +tJ 4
| (O1t)/J, (0T)] (30)

12W2 IV (I +a) BI

where

OsIrJn (6/T) - o i xn ex dx/(e x- - 1) |  (31)n jo



ku is the high-temperature lattice thermal co4ctivity of an isotopically pure element; In
the case of an alloy it is the lattice thermal conductivity of an idealized "virtual" crystal

in which each atom has the same average iass and volume of the alloy. Point defect scat-
tering is that scattaring which results from the fct that the actual atoms do not have these

masses and volumm.

The quantity e in the expression for the reciprocal relaxation time for point-defect

scattering,

(= a32)4J v3

Is calculated from the expression
-~ _x?-

C +Y +y [ H +MV A (33)

where M and V are the average atqgWiQ mass and volume, YL' M1 9 and VL are the atomic

fraction, mass, and volume of the lighter element, YH' MHO and VH are the corresponding
values for the heavier element, and y is the Griineisen parameter. M is calculated in the

usual way, y is obtained by linear interpolation, and V is estimated from Vegard's law,

V1/3= y Vt1/3 + (1-y) V21/3 (34)

where y is the atomic fraction of the solute and V, and V2 are the atomic volumes of the

solute and solvent elements respectively. The mass defect terms are based on the results

of Klemens 1281 and Tavernier [291 who respectively treated the cae of a light atom in
a heavy matrix and that of a heavy atom in a light matrix. The difference lies in the response

of the atom to the driving frequency of a wave; in the former case the atom can respond

rapidly enough that the speed of oscillation may be considered unaffected so that the pertur-

bation is proportional to the deviation from the average mass while in the latter case it is
better to consider the momentum as being unaffected so that the perturbation is proportional

to the difference of the reciprocals of the average and impurity masses. The distortion
terms and the form of C are based an the results of Ackerman and Klemene 1301 who redis-

covered the fact [311 that, contrary to what in often stated, the displacement field of a
spherical impurity in an elastic contimum has a an-vanishing non-jimiform dilation and
used a treatment that retained the phase relationship between the enfecta of the dilation and

mass defect. Equation (33) does not take into account the difference, Mf, in the force aon-
stant due to the mismatch of atomic bonds; however, neutron scattering and Mouabmuer

experiments 132,331 indicate that Al Is very small.

The coefficiat in eq. (27) is the same as the coefficiet in eq. (30) and is estimated

from the latter. This is done by estimating 0 in the manner described below, estimatlg

I I I I II I I II i-
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ku of the virtual crystal at some temperature T' below the Debye temperature by linear
interpolation between the values for the elements, and taling a equal to unity; it has been
found that the values of kg are not sensitive to small changes in a. Then k is estimated
from the expression

12 (9/T) +42 (S/T)/1 (9/T) +1 (9/T)/X;'
k =ku(T') (35),! J2 (S/T') +J,' (8eAr')IJ, (G/T')

which, for a pure element, reduces to

J2 (I/T) +J 4
2 (a/T)/J o (8/T)

kg =ku(T2) (36)
J2 (e/T') +J4

2 (e/T')/J, (6T')

Equations (35) and (36) are the equations used in our calculations for the lattice thermal
conductivity of alloys and of pure elements, respectively. It should be noted that eq. (35)
applies only to disordered solid-solution alloys.

The accuracy of the estimates obtained from eq. (35) clearly depends on the accuracy
of the values of ku for the virtual crystal. Experimental values of ku for the elements, which
essentially are the values of the lattice component of very dilute alloys, are available for
only three of the metals included in this study: Cu, Au, and Ag. However, it was found
that the experimental values for these metals each differed from the values obtained from
the modified [341 Leibfried-Schltmaaz [351 equation by approximately the same factor.
Accordingly initial estimates of the values of ku for the other elements were obtained from
this equation multiplied by the reciprocal of that factor, I. e.,

kT' = 5.7 x 10- M 3 V1/3 (37)

(u +0.5) 2

where M, 0, y, and V have the same meanings as before, It is unfortunate that in this
equation the Debye temperature is raised to the third power, as the high temperature val-
ucs of the Debye temperature obtained from various physical properties differ considerably.
The values of the Debye temperatures and other parameters used in eq. (37) for the nine
elements constituting the ten selected binary alloy systems covered in this work are given

in Table 1.

While in some cases it was possible to improve on the initial estimates of k. for
some elements on the basis of experimental data for a range of comnposition, in others
it was not, and the estimates of the lattice thermal comuctivities of alloys containing the
latter elements are accordingly less reliable than those containing the former. While mea-
surements of the thermal conductivity of very dilute alloys of additioal elments woAsd

make possible more reliable estimates of alloy lattce thermal ooadwtivt, In view *I the
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Table 1. Parameters for tbeCeakulatton oL l e CoalJUtvity
of Elements Usin Eqation (37)

Elomat M V v 6

Alumi so. 98154 10.0 0b z. 385
Copper 63.54 7.114 1.97 313
Gold 196.9665 10.22 3.09 160
Iron 55. 847 7.094 1.81 373
Magnesium 24. 26 14. O0 1.63 363

Nickel 58.71 6.593 2.00 312

Palladium 106.4 8.879 2.18 264
Silver 107.868 10.27 2.46 213

zinc 65.38 9. 16 5d 2.05 326

a The values of y and 6 ar. selected from ref. [361 with some of

the values adjusted in order to be consistent with the experimental

thermal conductivity data.

In calculating (, the molar volumes used for aluminum were 8.576
and 9.032. The first value czesponds to the size of aluminum
atoms in copper as determined from the chamg In the lattice para-
meter of copper upon the addition of alumhmm [37, Vol. 11. The
second value was obtained from the change in the volume of the
primitive cell upon the addition of alumlmwi to magneshm as cal-
culated from the changes in the lattice parameters of magnesium
upon the additlon of almaum [37, Vol. 21.

c In calculating C, the molar volume used for magnesium was 13.77
corresponding to the size of magnesium atoms in alumizmn as de-
termined from the chang in the lattice parameter of alumimum upon
the addition of magnesium [37, Vol. 21.

d In calculatIg t, the molar volume used for sine was 8. 34 orre-

sponding to the size of zinc atoms in copper as determtnd from
the ohange in the lattice paameter of copper upon the addition of
zinc [37, Vol. 21.

p ~~iI
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uncertainty of the separation of the electronic and lattice components of very dilute alloys
at temperatures above that of the maximum of the lattice component, it would also be use-
ful to have measurements of the thermal conductivity of some denser alloys of pairs of these
elements in this temperature range.

The value of the Debye temperature, 9, for the upper limit of the Integrals Ia eq. (35)
is estimated from the value of ku for the virtual crystal by means of the modified Leflbried-
Schl6mann equation, adjusted to yield values for the lattice component in agreement with
those obtained from experimental data on very dilute alloys as described above:

S60 e(y+0.5)2 kuT 1/3
M1/3 1 (38)

where y Is the Gru-neisen parameter, and M and V are the average molar mass and volume.

Agreement between the values obtained from eq. (35) and those obtained from
measurements of thermal conductivity for the various alloy systems is discussed in the
text; in general, it was better for alloy systems exhibiting complete solid solubility. Another
general result is that the values from eq. (35) for dilute alloys tended to be too low at the
low end of this temperature range. A possible explanation of this discrepancy is that the
present treatment does not take into account the "freezing out" of U-processes which occurs
when the temperature is reduced to the point at which there are few phonons having wave
vectors of sufficient length to participate in such processes. Such a reduction in U-processes
could significantly reduce the thermal resistivity of dilute alloys but cause only a small
decrease in the thermal resistivity of dense alloys.

The most important deficiency of the present treatment Is that the analysis leading
to eq. (35) does not include the electron-phonon interaction, for which an adequate theory
has not yet been developed. As noted earlier, this interaction contributes significantly to
the thermal resistivity in some transition element alloys; this is ture of the Pd-rich alloys
considered in this study and eq. (35) could not be used to calculate the values of the lattice
component in these alloys below their Debye temperatures.

At high temperatures the values obtained from eq. (35) are nearly the same as those
from an approximate expression derived independently by Abeles [381 and Parrott [391,
but there are significant differences below the Debye temperature, where the high temper-

ature approximation used by these authors,

X2 ex/(ex-) 2

ceases to be valid. However, because of a partial cancellation of errors these differances
are much smaller than might be expected from the use of the high temperature approximatio



inoaccount the poft-defect scattering due to both the mass difference and the distortion

ofthe lattce and 1P first derived and gvmk in the Oefet waft, is definitely an improve-

mentate theory.



3. DATA EVALUATION AND GENERATION OF RECOMMEIDW) VALUES

inDue to the difficulties in accurate measurement of the thermal coeuvity of solids
~and in exact characterization of test speimens, the available experimentl data,ore thermal

conductivity extracted from various research documents are usually widely divergent and
subject to large uncertainty. It is therefore very important to critically evalu th vali-
dity and reliability of the available data and related information, to resolve and reconcile
the disagreements in conflicting data, and to generate recommended reference values.

In the critical evaluation of the validity and reliability of a particular set of thermal
conductivity data, the temperature dependence of the data was examined and aW unusul
dependence or anomaly carefully Investigated, the experimental technique reviewed to see
whether the actual boundary conditions in the measurement agreed with those assumed in
the theory and whether all the stray heat flows and losses were prevented or minimized
and accounted for, the reduction of data examined to see whether all the necessary correc-

tions had been appropriately applied, and the estimation of uncertainties checked to ensure
that all the possible sources of errors had been considered.

Experimental data could be judged to be reliable only if all sources of systematic
error had been eliminated or minimized and accounted for. Major sources of systematic
error include unsuitable experimental method, poor emperimental technique, poor instru-

Y
mentation and poor sensitivity of measuring devices, sensors, or circuits, specimen and/or
thermocouple contamination, unaccounted for stray heat flows, incorrect form factor, and
perhaps most important, the mismatch between actual experimental boundary conditions

and those assumed in the analytical model used to derive the value of thermal conductivity.
These and other possible sources of errors have been carefully considered in critical eval-

uation of experimental data.

The uncertainty of a set of data depends, however, not only on the estimated error
of the data but also on the adequacy of characterization of the material for which the data
are reported. For instance, suppose a set of thermal conductivity data obtained for a cold-
worked specimen of brass with a composition of 70. 06% Cu, 28.77% Zn, and 1.17% Pb is
accurate to within * 2%. If the author know and reported his specimen only as 70:30 brass,

the uncertainty of his data for a 70 s brass wold not be Just *2% but adh exceed *20%.
It has been found In this and other studies ,that the chemical composItion of a specimia re-
ported by the author is often unreliable. This =my be beome in manW ose the stated
composition is the result of ladle saualfys whioh th authw obtained frem the compma who
supplied the specimen and it can at bea repros only the nmndal omposltUMi the adlual
cmposition varies frm sample to sample. I& other as there is a stang tm o fy r
only certain elemnts to be overed by a pa ricular chemical npiuis whic omi miss aem
Important constbitmts. Furthermore, the chemical composition of a specimen may chane
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when it is measured at high temperatures. For binary alloys It has been found that the

actual composition of a specimen may be inferred from its electrical resistivity if reported.

In the process of critical evaluatiob of experimental data described above, erroneous

data were eliminated. The remaining data were then subjected to further critical analysis.

For those test specimens for which experimental data on both thermal conductivity and elec-

trical resistivity were reported, the electrical resistivity data were used for the calculation

of electronic thermal conductivity values using eq. (12). Lattice thermal conductivity values

were derived as the differences of the experimental k data and the calculated ke values.

These "experimental" k 9 values derived from different sets of experimental k data were

then intercompared and also compared with the calculated values from eq. (35) reV. rding
their temperature dependence and magnitude. During these comparisons, the validity and

reliability of the available experimental data could further be judged. The electrical resis-

tivity data reported for the test specimens on which thermal conductivity measurements

were made were also evaluated critically in comnection with evaluation of all the electrical

resistivity data available from the literature for each of the alloy systems, from which the

recommended electrical resistivity values were generated.

As detailed in Section 2, the electronic component of the thermal conductivity was

calculated from eq. (12), which is applicable to alloys in both the solid solution region and
the mechanical mixture region. In this calculation, the recommended electrical resistivity

values for the selected compositions of the present ten alloy systems and their constituent

elements are available from ref. [71, the recommended thermoelectric power values ar,

available from ref. 140], the recommended thermal conductivity values and the values of

P for the pure elements are available from ref. 151, and the lattice thermal conductivity

values of the pure elements used as corrections in the calculation of Wei from eq. (7) are

calculated from eq. (36). As examples to show the recommended electrical resistivity

and thermoelectric power values used for the calculations, Figures 1 and 2 show the rec-

ommended electrical resistivity of the copper-nickel alloy system available from ref. 171
and Figures 3 and 4 show the recommended absolute thermoelectric power of the same

alloy system.

The lattice thermal conductivity of alloys was calculated from eq. (35), in which

the ku values were calculated from eq. (37) using the values of the Debye temperatures and

the other parameters given in Tale 1. The value of the Dbye temperature for the upper

limit oi the integral& in eq. (36) was estbasted from eq. (38). It fs fmportant to note that

eq. (36) is applicable only to disordmd mol-solution alloys and oly for moderate and

high temperatures. Beyond the solid:solutio nqon ad dt low temperatures, the lattice

thermal ondueYtvity was first obtained as the differece of theesotpertmental total thermal

}eonducvity and the calouled electronic thermal conductivity. The 'expermeAaim" kg values

-



were then graphically smoothed and synthesized to obtain the values for alloys of the selected
compositions. In the solid-solution region and at moderate and high temperatures, the

"experimental" k values were used to check the kg values calculated from eq. (35). If
there were disagreements and the "experimental" k values were considered more reliable,

g
the values of the lattice thermal conductivity of the virtual crystals, k., used in eq. (35)

* would be adjusted so that the calculated k values were in agreement with the "experimental"
9

k values.

in graphical smoothing and synthesis of data, cross-plotting from conductivity versus

temperature to conductivity versus composition and vice versa was often used. Smooth

curves were drawn which approximate the best fit to the conductivity data versus tempera-

ture, and points from the smoothed curves were used to construct conductivity versus com-

position curves for a convenient set of selected temperatures. In the conductivity versus

composition graph, the families of isotherms were similar and any required smoothing of

the data could be done more easily and with greater confidence than when working directly

with the conductivity-temperature curves. The points from the smoothed curves were then

used to construct conductivity-temperature curves for the selected compositions, and these
curves were further smoothed. In the graphical smoothing process it is extremely Important

* that the alloy phase diagrams 1104,183,1841 be constantly consulted and the phase boundar

* los between solid solutions and/or mechanical mixtures and the boundaries of magnetic

transitions be kept in mind, so as to be aware of any possible discontinuity or sydden change

of slope in the thermal conductivity curves.

The total thermal conductivity values were thus obtained as the sum of the ke values

calculated from eq. (12) and the k 9values derived from the "experimental" k 9values or

calculated from eq. (35), which might have been adjusted to fit the "experimental" k 9values,
if such values were available and reliable.
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4. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF BINARY ALLOY SYSTEMS

In the following subsections the recommended (or provisional or typical) values for

the total thermal conductivity, electronic thermal conductivity, and lattice thermal conduc-

tivity and the original experimental data for the thermal conductivity of the ten selected

binary alloy systems are given, together with a discussion of each system, reviewing in-

dividual pieces of available data and information and discussing the considerations involved

in arriving at the final assessment and recommendations. The conductivity values arc for

well-annealed disordered alloys.

In this work, the term "binary alloy system" refers to the full range of comp, sition

of two alloying elements and is signified by a hyphen between the two elements, such as

aluminum-copper alloy system. The term "binary alloys" refers to a group of binary alloys

in which the first alloying element is predominent and is signified by a plus between the two

elements, such as aluminum + copper alloys.

In the figures and tables, weight percent is denoted by - and ,tomic percent by At. ' .

In the figures of recommended (or provisional or typical) values continuous (solid) curves

represent recommended values, long-dashed curves represent provisional values, and dash-

dot-dash curves represent typical values. The short-dashed portion of any of the above three

-4 kinds of curves represents values in the temperature ranges where no experimental data are
4 available. In the tables of recommended (or provisional or typical) values, the values of

residual electrical resistivity of the alloys are given, which is for the purpose of helping to

characterize and identify the alloys for which the values are presented. The difference among

recommended, provisional, and typical values is due to their ranges of uncertainties assigned.

The ranges of uncertainties of recommended, provisional, and typical values are less than

+15%, between + 15% and ± 30%, and greater than + 30%, respectively. In the tables on specimen

characterization and measurement information, the code designations used for experimental

methods for thermal conductivity determinations are as follows:

C Comparative method

E Direct electrical heating method

F Forbes' bar method

L Longitudinal heat flow method

P Periodic or transient heat flow method

R Radial heat flow method

T Thermoelectrical method

In each of the subsections that follow, the thermal conductivity data and information

are presented in the following order: discussion text, tables of recommended values, figures

of recommended curves, figures of experimental data, and tables of specimen characteriz~ation

and measurement information.

I__II____l_____________1___
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4.1. Aluminm-Copper Alloy System

The aluminum-copper alloy system does not form a continuous series of solid solutions.

The maximum solid solubility of copper in aluminum is 5.70% (2.50 At.%) at 821 K and the

solubility decreases to 0.1-0. 2% (0.04-0.08 At.%) at 523 K. The maximum solid solubility

of aluminum in copper is 9.4% (19.6 At.%) in the range from about 650 to 838 K and the

solubility decreases at higher and lower temperatures. Thus the region of solid solution
is limited. However, the equation derived for the calculation of the electronic component
of thermal conductivity, eq. (12), is applicable to all phases, though the equation for the

calculation of the lattice component, eq. (35), can be used only for solid solutions, as noted
before in Sections 2 and 3. Beyond the solid solution region, the lattice thermal conductivity
has been derived from the experimental total thermal conductivity and the calculated elec-

tronic component.

There are 188 sets of experimental data available for the thermal conductivity of

this alloy system. However, of the 49 data sets for Al + Cu alloys listed in Table 3 and

shown in Figure 7, 10 sets are merely single data points around room temperature and 27

sets cover only a narrow temperature range from around room temperature to about 500 K.
Of the 139 data sets for Cu + Al alloys listed in Table 4 and shown in Figure 8, 20 sets are

single data points, 15 sets cover the narrow temperature range from around room temper-

ature to about 500 K, and 84 sets are for temperatures below 4.5 K.

For the Al + Cu alloys, all measurements were made between room temperature
and 800 K except four (Al + Cu curves 6-8, and 16) which were measured down to about

80 K for specimens containing 4.0, 8.0, and 15.0% Cu 141,421 and except the two of

Satterthwaite (431 who Investigated the thermal conductivity of a specimen containing 0.30/6
Cu in both the superconducting and normal states (Al + Cu curves 25 and 26). A thermal4 conductivity versus composition curve for 300 K was constructed following mainly the data
of Griffiths and Schofleld (441 (Al + Cu curves 1-5) and of Smith [451 (Al + Cu curves 12-15).
Electronic thermal conductivity values at 300 K were calculated from eq. (12) using elec-

trical resistivity reported in 171, thermoelectric power reported in 1401, thermal conductivit
of aluminum and the value of P reported in [51, and lattice thermal conductivity of aluminum

calculated from eq. (36). These ke values were also plotted on the conductivity-composition

graph. The differences k between the experimental total thermal conductivity k and the
calculated electronic component ke for the various compositions were taken. These k valu

were extrapolated to higher temperatures up to the solidus points according to the temper-

ature dependence of eq. (35) and to lower temperatures according to the pattern of kg curves

of aluminum-copper system derived from the available experimental k and the calculated
ke around the region of maximum kg and according to T1 dependence at lower temperatures

assuming kg to be negligible at 1 K. The values were then adjusted so that the extrapolated

' -> , - - , -jm ,.
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k values plus their corresponding k values yield total k values which fit the experimental
g 6

data in those regions. The total thermal comductivity values were then obtained by adding
the calculated values of ke to the adjusted extrapolated values of kg. The results arc in

agreement with the data of Griffiths and Schofield [441 (Al + Cu curves 1-5), Smith 1451
(Al + Cu curves 12-4), and Griffiths and Shakespear [461 (Al + Cu curve 17) above room
temperature to within 5%. No appropriate comparison is available below room temperature.

On the copper-rich side, several measurements were made between 4 K and 80 K 148J
(Cu + Al curves 111-121) for alloys eentaining 4.07, 0.43, and 6.97% Al. The conductivity-
composition curve at 300 K was consiructed, based mainly on the data of Smith and Palmer

f 491 (Cu + Al curves 2-9) and Smith 145 (Cu + Al curves 14-18), which are considered
reliable. The ke values were calculated from eq. (12) and those at 300 K were plotted on

the conductivity-composition graph. The differences k between k and ke were obtained for
all compositions. These k values were adjusted so that their extrapolations to lower tern-g
peratures, according to the method described above for Al + Cu alloys, fit the k values

g
derived from experimental data of Chu and Lipschultz 1481 (Cu + Al curves 111-121) and of
Friedman 1501 (Cu + Al curves 122-126). Above 300 K the k values were extrapolated to

g
the solidus points. The total thermal conductivity values were then obtained by adding the
calculated values of ke to the adjusted extrapolated values of k . Because of the lack of

experimental electrical resistivity data, no total k values are given below 200 K for the
alloy with 10% Al, below 300 K for the alloy with 15% Al, and at temperatures other than
300 K for the alloy with 20% Al. The resulting recommended values at low temperatures

are in agreement with the data of Salter and Charsley 1511 (Cu + Al curves 19-26), Kusunokf

and Suzuki 1531 (Cu + Al curves 45-52), Chu and Lipschultz 148) (Cu + Al curves 111-121),

and Friedman 150) (Cu + Al curves 122-126) to within 6%, and those at higher temperatures
are in agreement with the data of Smith and Palmer 1491 (Cu + Al curves 2-9), Hanson and

Rodgers [471 (Cu + Al curves 10-13), Inouye [55] (Cu + Al curves 37 and 38), Smith and
Palmer 1491 (Cu + Al curve 78), and Aliev [1161 (Cu + Al curves 57-65 and 67) to within10,.

The resulting recommended values for k, kse, and k are tabulated in Table 2 for 25
alloy compositions. These values are for well-annealed alloys. The values for k are also
shown in Figures 5 and 6. For most of the alloy compositions, the temperature range
covered is from 4 K to the temperature where melting starts. The values of residual elec-
trical resistivity for the alloys are also given in Table 2. The uncertainties of the k values
are stated in a footnote to Table 2, while the uncertainties of the ke and k values are indi-
cated by their being designated as recommended, provisional, or typical values. The ranges
of uncertainties of recommended, provisional, and typical values are less than 156% between

+ 15 and - 30%, and greater than* 30%. respectively.
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4.2. Aluminum-Magnesium Alloy System

The aluminum-magnesium alloy system does not form a continuous series of solid

solutions. The maximum solid solubility of magnesium in aluminum is 17.4% (18.9 At. %)
at 723 K and the solubility decreases at higher and lower temperatures, being only 1.9%

(2.1 At.%) at 373 K. The maximum solid solubility of aluminum in magnesium is 12.7%

(11.6 At.%) at 710 K and likewise it decreases at higher and lower temperatures, being

only about 1. 5% (1.3 At. %) at 373 K. Thus the region of solid solution for this system is

even more limited than that of the aluminum-copper alloy system.

There are 40 sets of experimental thermal conductivity data available for this iystem.

Of the 22 data sets for Al + Mg alloys listed in Table 6 and shown in Figure 11, seven sets

are merely single data points. Of the 18 data sets for Mg + Al alloys listed in Table 7 and

shown in Figure 12, 10 sets are single data points.

For the Al + Mg alloys, measurements were limited to specimens containing no more

than 15% Mg. The recommended curves are, therefore, given for O. j to 10% Mg alloys only.

They follow the general trend of the data of Johnson [56) (Al 4 Mg curves 5 and 6) and

Powell, et al. [571 (Al + Mg curves 18-22) at low temperatures and the data of Mikryukov

and Karagezyan [581 (Al + Mg curves 8-11) at high temperatures. At 300 K the ke values

were calculated from eq. (12), and the k values at 300 K were derived as the differences
g

between k and ke values. These k values were extrapolated to higher temperatures up to

the sodidus points according to the temperature dependence of eq. (35) and to lower temper-

atures according to the pattern of k curves derived from the available experimental k and

the calculated ke around the region of maximum k and according to T 2 dependence at lower

temperatures assuming k to be negligible at 1 K. The total thermal conductivity values
9

were then obtained by adding the extrapolated k and the calculated k e . The resulting rec-

ommended values agree with the data of Powell et al. 1571 (Al + Mg curves 18-20) at low

temperatures to within 10% and with the data of Meyer-Rassler [1221 (Al + Mg curve 7) and

of Mikryukov and Karagezyan [581 (Al + Mg curves 8-11) at higher temperatures to within 8%.
The k values are very uncertain and are merely to serve as correction terms for the derivation

of the total thermal conductivities.

For the Mg + Al alloys, no measurements were made below 85 K and none for alloys

containing more than 14% Al. The data of Smith (451 (Mg + Al curves 1 and 2) and Kikuchi

[59J (Mg + Al curves 8-13) were favored in constructing the conductivity-composition curve

for 300 K. The ke values were calculated from eq. (12) and those at 300 K were plotted on

the conductivity-composition graph. The k values at 300 K were taken as the differences

between k and ke values. These k values were similarly extrapolated to low and high temper-

atures according to the appropriate temperature dependences, which are very uncertain. The

total thermal conductivity values were obtained by adding these kg to the calculated ke . Since
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there is no information as to where the maxima of the kg curves occur, no k values are
9 g

given below 100 K and hence no total k values are reported at low temperatures for the dilute

alloys, even though the ke values are known. The k values of the 5 and 10% Al alloys are
restricted to the range between 250 and 350 K, since electrical resistivity, values are avail-

able only in this range. The recommended values are in agreement with the data of Kikuchi

[591 (Mg + Al curves 8-13), Smith (451 (Mg + Al curves 1 and 2), and Giuliani 11251 (Mg +

Al curve 14) to within 6%.

The resulting recommended values for k, ke , and k 9are tabulated in Table 5 for 10
alloy compositions. These values are for well-annealed alloys. The k values are also

shown in Figures 9 and 10. The values of residual electrical resistivity for eight of the 10
alloys are also given in Table 5. The uncertainties of the k values are stated in a footnote

to Table 5, while the uncertainties of the ke and k values are indicated by their being
e g

designated as recommended, provisional, or typical values. The ranges of uncertainties of

recommended, provisional, and typical values are less than :k 15%, between -115 and -k 30%1,

and greater than + 30%, respectively.
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4.3. Copper-Gold Alloy System

The. copper-gold alloy system forms a continuous series of solid solutions over the
entire range of compositions. Ordered structures are formed at temperatures below about

663 K for compositions ranging from about 40 to 63% Au (17. 7 to 35.5 At.% Au) and at tem-

peratures below abet 683 K for compositions ranging from about 63 to 94% Au (35.5 to 83.5
At.% Au). These ordered structures are due to the formation of the intermetallic compounds

Cu 3Au (50.85% Au), CuAu (75.63% Au), and CuAu3 (90.30% Au). In this work only the

thermal conductivity data of disordered alloys are treated.

There are 75 sets of experimental data available for the thermal conductivity of this
alloy system. Of the 17 data sets for Cu + Au alloys listed in Table 9 and shown in Figure

15, nine sets are merely single data points around room temperature. Of the 58 data sets

for Au + Cu alloys listed in Table 10 and shown in Figure 16, 35 sets are single data points.

For the Cu + Au alloys, the data can be separated into three groups: the low

temperature data of Gr~ineisen and Reddemann 1611 (Cu + Au curves 1 and 2) and Kemp,

et al. [621 (Cu+ Au curves 8 and9), the data of Sedstram 163,641 (Cu+ Au curves 10-15)
at the ice point, and the five points around 440 K measured by Zolotukhin [651 (Cu + Au

curves 3-7) for a partially ordered 5% Au. No data are available above 470 K. Hence,

the experimental data are very limited. To derive recommended values, the electronic
component k was calculated from eq. (12) and the lattice component k was calculated from

e g
eq. (35). The total k was obtained by adding k to ke . The results agree with the data

of Sedstr**n 1631 (Cu + Au curves 10, 12, 13, and 15) at the ice point and with the data of
Kemp, et al. 1621 (Cu + Cu curves 8 and 9) and of Leaver and Charaley [1201 (Cu + Cu

curve 16) at lower temperatures to within 8%. The recommended values are for disordered

* alloys only; hence Zolotukhin's data (Cu + Au curves 3-7) were not used for comparison.

The recommended curves were extended to the solidus points at high temperatures. The
curves for alloys containing 106 Au or less were not extended to temperatures below 40 K
because of the large uncertainties of the calculated k values. For denser alloys, however,

g
the curves were extended to 4 K using k values derived from the data of Kemp, et al. [621.
The k values for dilute alloys are extremely uncertain at low temperatures and are not

reported below 60 K.

For the Au + Cu alloys, the experimental data were mostly obtained below the

order-disorder transition temperature on specimens in the ordering range, except for two

measurements made by Grninlsen and Reddemann [61] (Au+ Cu curves 40 and 4L) on spec-
imens containing 1. 57 and 3.10% Cu at low tenperatures and one mWW by Goff, et al. 1661
(Au + Cu curve 56) on a disordered Cu3Au specimen. The recommended values for disorder

alloys were derived from ke calculated from eq. (12) and kg calculated from eq. (35).
Due to poor experimental data, detailed quantitative comparison of the calculated values

"A'
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is not practical. However, the recommended values agree with the data of Griineisen and

Reddemann 161J (Au + Cu curves 38-41, 45, 46, and 48) at low temperatures and the data

of Goff, et al. 1661 (Au + Cu curves 56-58) from 60 to 300 K to within 10%. The recommended I
curves were extended to the solidus points at the high temperature end, but not below 40 K

at the low temperature end owing to the large uncertainties of the calculated k values at

very low temperatures, except for the curves for alloys with 45 and 50% Cu, which were
extended to 4 K using the kg values derived from the data of Kemp, et al. 1621. The kg

values for alloys containing 40% Cu or less are very uncertain at low temperatures and are

not reported below 60 K.

The resulting recommended values for k, ke , and k are tabulated in Table 8 for

25 alloy compositions. These values are for well-annealed disordered alloys. The values
for k are also shown in Figures 13 and 14. The values of residual electrical resistivity

for the alloys are also given in Table 8. The uncertainties of the k values are stated in a

footnote to Table 8, while the uncertainties of the ke and k values are indicated by their

being designated as recommended, provisional, or typical values. The ranges of uncertainties
of recommended, provisional, and typical values are less than *1501, between :15 and *30%,

and greater than *30%, respectively.

I
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4.4. Copper-Nickel Alloy System

The copper-nickel alloy system forms a continuous series 'o solid fol"tms and

is free of all transformations except that of ferromagnetism. As obrm in Figure 2, the

electrical resistivity versus temperature curves for Ni + Cu alloys change, abruptly

at the Curie tempeasture of the alloys. The Curie temperature decreases as the come*-

tration of copper in the alloys increases. The ferromagnetism disappears and the Curie

temperature drops to zero as the concentration of copper reaches 61-.806 (60 At.%).

Mott 131 has given an explanation of the ferromagnetic bebhvior of these alloys based

on the filling of holes in the d band of nickel by the s electrons of oeqper. The d-sholl in

a copper atom is completely occupied and there is a single s electwoa outside, whereas the

3dt band of a uickel atom is full but there are 0.54 holes in the 3d *ad; these d-band holes

are the elementary magnets in nikeW. The Curie temperature is W'eportiomal to the number

of elementary magnets per unit volume, which in nickel is thus 0.54 times the number of

atoms per unit volume. The density of states in the d band of nickel atom at the Fermi sur-

face is approximately ten times greater than the density of states in the a band, so that as

copper is added to nickel about 90 percent of the extra s electrons go to fill up the d Iand,

and thus decrease the number of elementary magnets per unit volume, until at 60 At.% Cu

the d band of nickel is full, at which point the ferromagnetism disappears and the Curie

temperature drops to 0 K. The insert in Figure 2 shows the Curie temperature as a func-

tion of percent copper in nickel, which is linear for the atomic percent of copper. This

straight-line relationship was determined from the electrical resistivity data shown in

* Figure 2. The behavior of the electrical resistivity of these alloys has a direct bearing

on the behavior of the thermal conductivity (see Figure 18), and therefore the knowledge

of the former is prerequisite to the understanding of the latter.

There are 153 sets of experimental data available for the thermal conductivity of

this alloy system. However, of the 104 data sets available for Cu + Ni alloys listed in Table

12 and shown in Figure 19, 27 sets are merely single data points and 25 sets cover only

a narrow temperature range from around room temperature to about 500 K. Of the 49 data

sets for Ni +Cu alloys listed in Table 13 and shown in Figure 20, 23 sets are single data

points. Furthermore, many sets of data show large discrepancies.

For the Cu + Ni alloys, the most reliable measurements at room temperature weft

made by Smith and Palmer 1491 (Cu + Ni curves 1-7), surprisingly in 1936, for a act of

well-annealed alloys. Electrical resistivity data were also reported for the same specimens

used for the thermal conductivity measurements. These provided the basis for the easy

separation of the lattice compommnt from the measured thermal conductivity.

Hulm 1o] measured the thermal conductivity of an alloy with W% NI eloW * K

(Cu + Ni curve 15). Berm= 1701 measured thermal c nductivitY of a sample of COmstIaU



(40% M) below lOOK (Cu +M curve 1 . WlkimuuzindWilb ['711 niuwmdthe thermal

cowluotivityaofan alloy with 30% M beloW,20K (Cu + Miauve 14). I7iesthrte ei~ df

low-temperature data appear to be reliable and onmsistent in view of the codd-work condition

of the 30% Ni specimen of Wilkinsoin anl Wik (curve 14).

In the temperature iange below 70 K, Erdmanun and Jahoda have measured the thermal

conductivity of the Cu-Ni alloy system several time's t72-741 (Cu + Ni curves 52-55, 62-66,

68, and 84; Ni + Cu curves 13-19 and gi-23). One not of their measurements 1741 (Cu +Ni

curves 52- 55 and Mi + Cu curves 13-19) i1i the only one that covers a wide range of compo-

sition at low temperature. H-owever, it was very difficult to evaluate the reliability of their
results. For copper- rich alloys, the lattice thermal conductivities derived from their mea-

sured total thermal conductivities are about 40A higher than those derived from other authors'

results. Since their samples seemed to be the best annealed (at 930 C) among the alloy

samples.* it had been thought that the lattice thernml conductivities of their samples might

be higher than those of the others becamse annealing could eliminate dislocations. However,

after the effect of annealing on the electrical resistivity and lattice thermal conductivity

of binary alloys had been reviewed carefully, it was coluded that the differences are too

large to be accounted for by annealing. Furthermore, around liquid helium temperature,

the difference between the lattice thermal conductivities of their own dilute and concentrated

alloys are too large compared with those of other measurements. If their measured total

thermal conductivities are connected to the towa thermal conductivities above 300 K mea-

sured by other authors, the slopes of the comluotivity-tempeztsture curves became negative

between 100 and 300 K for concentrated alloys. This seems unlikely as It does not Occur

in the conductivity-temperature curves of the analogous siver-palladium alloys. Recent

private communication from Klemens [761 provided useful thermal conductivity data for

a copper alloy with 4 At.% Ni attemporatures below 40 K (Cu + Ni curve 103). The sample

was annealed at 1075 C for 72 hours and slowly cooled. The results also indicate that the

lattice thermal conductivities of Erdmann and Jahoda, are too high. Consequently, the re-

sults of Erdmann and Jahoda were not used in the presebt dfta synthesis.

ForNMI+ Cu afloys,.Sager 1771 (Mi+ Cucurves I and .), Smith 1451 (M + Cu curves
3-6), and Sedstram (631 !( Ni + Cu curves 7 and 8) hae measured the thermal conductivit

* around room temperature. There Is some dbubt. about the reported o psiu of their

*specimen as the electrical resistivity data reported for the same Ws"b4N difter from
* those obtained by other authors for says with the same nomin a dopbtt

Greig and Harrison 1781f measured the thermal conductivities at nickel aloys with
0.3'2, 0.6, 1. 5, and 4.2 At.%Cu beloltoo k(M icaourves , -12). Uwrereoently Fsrrill
and Greig 1791 studied the electrial teistvity and thermal c -0ductivity at a nickel alloy
with 0. 31l At %Cu below 100 K (MI+ Cu curve 34). They concludd that the lattice thermal
conductivity of pure nickel to quite high and close to those of dilute copper alloy.



Chartl1801 has suggested a method to separate thelattice thermal+cevductivty rom
total thermal oduetivity of pare nickel and dilWe a icel-rheaium alloy above,400 K.
There is, however, doubt concerning his method od*rapbleal separaWt of eleotteal rt-

sistivity into the intrinsic and magnetic 1o 1a, bsoaus the aomaly of the teoeimture

dependence of the electrical resistivity of the 4504mapr41c metals can be explained by

the ferromagnetic ordering of metals below the Curie pint. MaW authors have tred to
express the resistivities of the ferromagnetic allqs $n the form of p = pf (1 + a, where

1, the ferromagnetic ordering parameter, is negative and vanishes above the Curie point

11671, and p* represents the resistivity of ferromagnetic metal in the absence of ferromag-

netic ordering. In other words, ey represents the resistivity of the "normal" non-forro-

magnetic metal. Farrell and Greig [811 indicated that deviations from Matthiessen's rule

due to spin mixing must be taken into account when analyzing the electronic transport prop-

erties of nickel alloys.

In the present data synthesis, the electronic thermal conductivities of the alloys for

which both thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity were rep-ited were calculated

from eq. (12) in order to separate the lattice component from the measured total thermal

conductivity. The resulting "experimental" lattice thermal conductivity data were then

used for the adjustment of the lattice thermal conductivities of the virtual crystals so that

the k values calculated from eq. (35) at moderate and high temperatures are in agreement

with the experimental data. At low temperatures the lattice thermal conductivity values

were obtained from the experimental data similarly as the difference of the measured k

and the calculated ke . The recommended total thermal conductivity values at low temper-

atures are In agreement with the data o Greig and Harrison (781 (Ni + Cu curves 9-12),

Zimmerman (1301 (Cu + NI curves 17 and 20), Berman (701 (Cu + N curve 21), and llouley,

et al. 1761 (NI + Cu curve 104) to within 12%, and those at higher temperatures are in agree-

mat with the data of Smith and Palmer 1491 (Cu + Ni curves 1-7 and 85"0), Mlkryukov

11361 (Cu + NI curve 44), Mkaryukov [1441 (Cu + Ni curves 71-73), Wllett 11461 (Cu + Ni

curves 98-102), and Smith 1451 (Ni + Cu curves 3-6) to within 1V.

The resulting recommended values for k, ke, and k are tabmbied in Table 11 for

25 alloy compositions covering the temperatures from 4 to 1200 K. These values are for

well-annealed alloys. The values for k are also ahown is Fures 17 and 18. The values

of residual electrical resistivity for As alloys are also given i*UT It. The uncertainties

of the thermal conductivity vales awe stated in a otmote to Tbe IR, while the -tertafntice

of the ke and k values are Indicated by their being designated as recoimesdsd. Provisional,

or typical values. The ranges of uwartabties al reOOMMeASA4 pr, .is al , OW a *W

values are less than 152%, between *15 and *3M% and $pseter than*m, F,5p"R~s
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4.5. Copper-Palladium Alloy System

The copper-palladium system forms a continuous series of solid solutions over the
entire range of compositions. Ordered structures are formed at temperatures below about
775 K for compositions ranging from slightly below 10 to somewhat above 25 At.% (16 to
361%6) palladium and at temperatures below about 975 K for compositions ranging from slightly
below 30 to somewhat above 50 At.% (42 to 63%) palladium. The maxima of the tempera-
tures of transformation suggest that these ordered structures are based on PdCus and Pd3Cus
respectively. In this connection, it should be noted that curves 2 and 3 of the Cu + Pd alloys
and curves 3, 5, 6, 12, 13, 14, 15, 22, 23, 24, and 25 of the Pd + Cu alloys are values ob-
tained from specimens which were in a partially ordered state.

There are 49 sets of experimental data available for the thermal conductivity of this
alloy system. However, of the 19 data sets available for Cu + Pd alloys listed in Table 15
and shown in Figure 23, 14 sets are merely single data points around room temperature,
and of the 30 data sets for Pd + Cu alloys listed in Table 16 and shown in Figure 24, 19 sets
are single data points around room temperature.

The thermal conductivity of these alloys was first investigated by Sedstrm 1178, 1791
who measured the thermal conductivity at 273 K of 14 specimens ranging from 3.5 to 930%6
Pd and the thermal conductivity at 323 K of 17 specimens ranging from 8.41 to 93.19% Pd.
Later Gruineisen and Reddemann [611 measured the low temperature thermal conductivity
of specimens containing 10.3, 57.8, 62.7, and 90.8% Pd (Cu + Pd curve 1 and Pd + Cu curves
1-5) and it was found that prolonged annealing just below the order-disorder transition tem-
perature produced a 6-fold increase in the thermal conductivity at 80 K of the specimen
containing 57.8% Pd. More recently, Pott f821 measured the thermal conductivity of spec-
linens containing 24.18, 35.82, 52.75, 57.81, and 70.670 Pd at temperatures ranging from
293 to 1073 K. The first four specimens were measured both in the disordered state and
after prolonged annealing just below the transition temperature (Cu + Pd curves 2-5 and
Pd + Cu curves 6, 7, 9, and 10); the specimen containing 70.67% Pd was measured following
two different heat treatments (Pd + Cu curves 8 and 10). The most recent measurement
on alloys of this system was made in 1967 by Kierspe [831 (Cu + Pd curve 6) for a specimen
containing 4.92% Pd at room temperature.

The low temperature experimental thermal conductuvity values for disordered
specimens are in satisfactory agreement with the values calculated from eqs. (12) and (35)
for those compositions for which the kg maximum occurs below 80 K. The Investigation
by Fletcher and Grieg 1841 of the lattice thermal conductivity of palladium-silver alloys
showed that the strong electron-phonon interaction in the palladium-rich alloys reduces the
low temperature lattice thermal conductivity, causing its maximum to occur at much higher
temperatures than In the silver-rich alloys. A similar elevation of the temperature of the

_ _ _ _ , , .
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maximum of the lattice component is believed to occur in this alloy system. The discrepancy
between the experimental and calculated values of the thermal conductivity at 80 K ranged

from 2 to 12%, the calculated values being higher; the 12% discrepancy was with the spec-
imen containing 57. % Pd and the electrical resistivities reported for this specimen are
% greater than those reported by other authors for this composition.

At ordinary temperatures SedAtr-m's values for his disordered specimens tend to

be lower than the calculated values, particularly for the more dilute alloys; this is not sur-

prising in view of the fact that the electrical resistivities of these specimens are higher
than those reported by other authors for the same nominal compositions. In this same tern-

perature range the calculated values are within 3% of Kierspe's value for a specimen containing
4.9% Pd and Pott's value for a specimen containing 57.8% Pd. On the other hand, the cal-
culated values were 16% below Pott's value for a specimen containing 24.1 % Pd and 28%

below his value for a specimen containing 70.67% Pd. After correcting for the lattice com-

ponent, corresponding Lorenz ratios for these specimens are respectively 22 and 36% greater

than the classical value; it is unlikely that band structure effects could cause such large

deviations from the classical value for these alloys at 300 K.

.! At higher temperatures there are four large discrepancies between the calculated
4 and experimental values, ranging from 30 to 40%. Three of these are with the 70.67o Pd

specimen mentioned above and are associated with Lorenz ratios 33 to 3% greater than the
classical value; the other discrepancy is with Pott's specimen containing 57.8% Pd and the

corresponding Lorenz ratio is 36% greater than the classical value. While heavy alloying

with a noble element would presumably reduce band structure effects, these Lorenz ratios

are larger than those obtained by Laubitz and Matsumura [101 for pure palladium. Also,
they are very much larger than those obtained by Laubitz and van der Meer 1851 for a gold
alloy with 34.95% Pd in which comparable band structure effects might be expected. Fur-

ther experimental work on the palladium-rich alloys of this system is clearly in order.

Until there is additional experimental evidence or some theoretical support for these very
large Lorenz ratios It seems safer to use evidence from similar systems rather than the

thermal conductivities associated with these Lorenz ratios as a guide in recommending

values.

The recommended values for k, ke, and kg are tabulated in Table 14 for 25 alloy

compositions. These values are for well-annealed disordered alloys. The values for k are1 also shown in Figures 21 and 22. The ke values cover the full temperature range from 4
to 1200 K, but k and k values are not given at very low temperatures. The values of re-
sidual electrical resistivity for the alloys are also given in Table 14. The uncertaiaties

of the k values are stated in a footnote to Table 14, and those of the ke and kg values are

of the order of *10 to *15%.
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4.6. Copper-Zinc Alloy System

The copper-zinc alloy system does not constitute a continuous series of solid solutions.
The maximum solid solubility of zinc in copper is 38.30 ( 39. 0 At.%) at 727 K and the sol-

ubility decreases at higher and lower temperatures. At lower temperatures, the attainment

of equilibrium becomes very slow and the solubility data are uncertain. Massalski and Kittl

1861 have analyzed existing data and have concluded that the boundary les at about 35% Zn
at 473 K and suggest that it may lie at less than 30 Zn at room temperature. Shinoda and

Amano 1871 have reported a much greater reduction in solubility at room temperature.

There are 91 sets of experimental data available for the thermal conductivity of
Cu + Zn alloys as listed in Table 18 and shown in Figure 26. Of these, seven sets are merely

single data points, 24 sets cover a narrow temperature range from around room tempera-

ture to about 500 K, and 17 sets are for temperatures below 4.5 K. Most of the measurements
were on alloys in the solid solution region. Surprisingly there are no data available for

the Zn + Cu alloys on either the thermal conductivity or the electrical resistivity. Conse-

quently, only Cu + Zn alloys are treated in the present work.

In order to ascertain the reliability of experimental data and to fill gaps in data,

the lattice and electronic components of the thermal conductivity of the Cu + Zn alloys were

calculated. The electronic component was calculated from eq. (12). However, these cal-
culations were limited to temperatures below 400 K, since no reliable electrical resistivity

data were available at higher temperatures. Where values of the electronic component are
reported at higher temperatures in Table 17, these were obtained by graphical smoothing

of the differences between the experimental thermal conductivity data and the calculated

values of the lattice thermal conductivity. Estimates of the lattice thermal conductivity
in the low temperature region were based on experimental data and values in the high tem-
perature region were calculated from eq. (35). In the intermediate range, nea the maximum,
graphical techniques were used to smoothly join the high and low temperature values (fol-

lowing a crude separation of k as a guide). The high temperature calculations of the lattice

component were limited to alloys with Zn not exceeding 3%.

The low temperature lattice thermal conductivity of solid-solution Cu + Zn alloys

in both strained and annealed states has been extensively investigated by Kemp, et al. [62,
88,891 (curves 17-24 and 27-33). Their results show that the lattice and total thermal
conductivities of the alloys increase markedly as the annealing temperature is increased,
due to the removal of both point defects and dislocations. This increase is illustrated by

curves 30-33 in Figure 26 for an alloy with 32% Zn. Apparently the dislocations are locked
in by the impurity atoms, and cannot be removed by normal annealing just above the recrys-

tallization temperature. Even annealing the alloys at tempershues near the meltiz g point

was found to remove only a fraction of the dislocatios. In recommendng low-temperatre

IN- In
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lattice thermal conductivities, only the data for alloys annealed at high temperatures were

used. The values given in Table 17 were based primarily on the data of Kemp, et al. 1621
for alloys with 2.06, 5.14, and 10.26% Zn (curves 27-29), which were annealed at 1123 K.

Because the low temperature lattice thermal conductivities of solid-solution Cu + Zn alloys
do not vary greatly with composition in the 10-30% Zn range, it was possible to estimate the

lattice components of alloys in this range by graphically extending the conductlvlty-compoui-

tion curves formed by the 2.06, 5.14, and 10. 26% Zn alloys to higher Zn concentratlona,

using data of Kemp, et al. [881 for alloys annealed at a lower temperature (773 K) (curves

18, 20, and 24) as a guide. Although this procedure should not introduce unacceptable un-

certainties, the lattice components reported for the 10-30% Zn alloys should be accepted

with more caution than those for which direct, supporting experimental data are available.

Problems were encountered in attempts to develop reliable estimates of the lattice

thermal conductivities of the alloys at high temperatures. initially, the lattice components
for the alloys were calculated by using White and Woodst [90,911 value of 35.0 watts cm t

for the value of k T of pure copper to determine ku (Tl) in eq. (35). However, calcula-

tions of the lattice components from high temperature measurements by Kemp, et al. (62,
88,891 (curves 17-24 and 27-33) and Smith [92] (curves 1-13) of the total thermal con-

ductivity and the electrical resistivity for the same alloy samples were as much as 50%

higher than the values calculated using eq. (35) with White and Woods' values for the lattice
component of copper. It was found that this discrepancy could be reduced by increasing the

values for the lattice component of pure copper by 50% at high temperatures. This resulted

in a much better agreement between experimental and calculated values of the lattice com-

ponent over the entire range of compositions. However, because of this conflict between

White and Woods' value for the lattice component of copper and the available experimental

data for copper-zinc alloys, the lattice components of the dilute copper-zinc alloys are not

reported at high temperatures.

The recommended total thermal conductivity values are in agreement with the data

at low temperatures of Lomer [161 (curves 80-86), Kemp, et al. [881 (curves 18, 20-22,

and 24), Kemp, et al. [89] (curve 33), and Olsen [157J (curves 56-59) to within 10%, and

with the data at higher temperatures of Smith [921 (curves 1-8, 11, 71, and 72), Smith and

Palmer [491 (curve 14), Bailey [1511 (curve 15), and Lees 11521 (curve 16) to within 8%.

The recommended values for k, ke, and kg are tabulated in Table 17 for nine alloy

compositions ranging from 0. 50 to 30% Zn. These values are for wll-amealod alloys. The

values for k are also shown in Figure 25, covering the temperature range from 4 to 700 K.

The values of residual electrical resistivity for the alloys are also given in Table 17. The

uncertainties of the k values are stated in a tootnote to Table 17, while the ucertainties of

the ke and k values are indicated by their being designated as recommendfed or provisllowl

:~' - r
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values. The ranges of uncertainties of recomimended and provisional values are less than

i 15%oand between 15% oand * 30%', respectively.
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4.7. Gold-Palladium Alloy System

The gold-palladium alloy system forms a continuous series of solid solutions over
the entire range of compositions and is free from the complicating effects of any kind of

transitions.

There are 14 sets of experimental data available for the thermal conductivity of this

alloy system. However, of the nine data sets available for Au + Pd alloys listed in Table

20 and shown in Figure 29, five sets are merely single data points at room temperature,

and all the five data sets available for Pd + Au alloys are single data points at room temper-

ature, as listed in Table 21 and shown in Figure 30.

The thermal conductivity of these alloys was first investigated by Schulze 1931 (Au + Pd
curves 1-5 and Pd + Au curves 1-5) who measured the room-temperature thermal conduc-

tivity of these alloys at intervals of 10%. These values, which include the only experimental

values for this system for palladium concentrations greater than 40%, are thought to be
more than 20% too high in some cases. This judgment is based primarily on the fact that

interpolation between the values for 30 and 40% Pd yields a value 27% greater than that ob-1tained by Laubitz and van der Meer [851 (Au + Pd curve 8) on a specimen containing 34.95%
Pd and is supported by the fact that, after correcting for the lattice component, the Lorenz

ratio for the specimen containing 40% Pd (55.24 At. % Pd) is 30% greater than the classical

values. It is unlikely that band structure effects could cause such a large deviation from
the classical value for this composition at 298 K.

In contrast to this, the early measurements by Gr{ineisen and Reddemann 1611 of

the thermal conductivity at liquid hydrogen and liquid nitrogen temperatures of specimens

containing 5, 10, and 39.9% Pd (Au+Pd curves 6-8) are thought to be close to the true
values. The values calculated from eqs. (12) and (35) are in good agreement with these

measurements at those temperatures for which It was possible to calculate the lattice com-

ponent. The investigation by Fletcher and Greig 1841 of the thermal conductivity of palladium-

silver alloys revealed that the strong electron-phonon interaction in palladium-rich alloys
suppresses the low temperature lattice thermal conductivity, causing its maximum to occur

at much higher temperatures than in silver-rich alloys. This elevation of the temperature of
the maximun of the lattice component is believed to occur also in this alloy system;the evi-

dence for this is that while the calculated and experimental values for the 5, 10, and 39.9%
Pd (8.88, 17.06, and 55. 24 At.% Pd) alloys differ by less than 6% at 80 K and the measured

values at liquid hydrogen temperatures of the 5 and 10% Pd specimens are onsistent with
the calculated values at 30 K, the measured value for the 39.9% Pd specimen is far below

the calculated value for 30 K when the expression for the lattice component at temperatures

above that of its maximum is used.
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At high temperatures the only measurements are those of Laubitz and van der Meer

f 85J, but these range from 300 to 1200 K and provide a test of the temperature dependence

of the calculated values of the thermal conductivity of these alloys in this region. While the

slope of the calculated curve is slightly steeper than that of the experimental curve, the
largest discrepancy between the calculated and experimental values is less than 7%I; In view

of the 3.a5% experimental error estimated for these measurements this is considered satis-

factory agreement.

The recommended values for k, ke, and kg are tabulated in Table 19 for 25 alloy
compositions. These values are for well-annealed alloys. The ke values cover the full

range of temperature from 4 to 1200 K, whereas the k and k values are not given for low
g

temperatures. The values for k are also shown in Figures 27 and 28 and their uncertainties

are stated in a footnote to Table 19, in which the values of residual electrical resistivity

for the alloys are also given. The uncertainties of the ke and k values are indicated by
their being designated as recommended or provisional values. The ranges of uncertainties

of recommended and provisional values are less than -115% and between h15 and :h 30o,
respectively.

II
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4.8. Gold-Silver Alloy System

The gold-silver alloy system forms a continuous series of solid solutions over the

entire range of compositions. Possible existence of ordered structures due to the forma-

tion of AgAu intermetallic compound has been reported.

There are 39 sets of experimental data available for the thermal conductivity of this

alloy system. Of the 22 data sets available for Au + Ag alloys listed in Table 23 and shown

in Figure 33, 9 sets cover only a narrow temperature range from 273 to 373 K, which is

the highest temperature at which data exist. Of the 17 data sets for Ag + Au alloys listed

in Table 24 and shown in Figure 34, four sets likewise cover only the narrow temperature

range from 273 to 373 K, which is also the highest temperature at which data exist.

Thermal conductivities of this alloy system have been reported in four papers 161,

63,94,951. The measurements by Griinelsen and Reddemann 1611 (Au + Ag curves 1-2 and

Ag + Au curves 1-2) appear to be the most reliable, though there is ome oertity in

the compositions of their gold-rich specimens. Separation of the electraco compont from

their measured total thermal conductivitles gives reasonable values for the lattice component,

without much scatter when these k values are plotted against the composition. Values ob-

tained from eq. (35) agree well with the k values derived from the experimental data of

Grfineisen and Reddemann. The k values of alloys in this system are generally very small

compared with the ke values, especially at high temperatures.

The most recent measurements, by Crisp and Rungis 194 (Au + Ag curves 12-20

and Ag + Au curves 8-17), cover a wide range of composition below 300 K. Unfortunately,

however, their measurements seem not to be accurate enough to give reasonable lattice

thermal conductivities. Separation of the electronic component from their measured total

thermal conductivities results in negative values for the lattice component for most of their

specimens at 83 and 273 K. In their paper it was mentioned that the separation failed.

Early measurements by Sedstrom [631 (Au + Ag curves 3-11 and Ag + Au curves 3-7)

in 1919 yiele' positive lattice thermal conductivities at 273 K, but his k values scatter and

seem to be high.

i Van Baarle et al. (951 have measured the thermal conductivity of dilute gold-rich
*alloys between 2 and 30 K, but they have reported only the lattice thermal conductivity values.

At the present time, it is very difficult to Judge the reliability of their results because toal

thermal conductivities are not reported and the low-temperature results of Crisp and Ruagis

[94J are somewhat uncertain.

Since the Au-Ag alloy system is a non-transition solid-solution alloy system, for

which the calculations from eqs. (12) and (35) should be more reliable, and since the cal-

culated results indeed match well with the reliable experimental data of Onl isten and

.!I
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Reddemann [61), the recommeadations were entirely based on the calculated values. The

recommended total thermal conductivity values are In agreement with the data of Grlneisen

and Reddemann [61] (Au + Ag curves 1-2 and Ag-Au curves 1-2) around 80 to 90 K to within

4%, with the data of crisp and Rungis [941 (Au + Ag curves 14, 15, and 17, and Ag + Au

curves 9-13, and 15) between 40 and 200 K to within 10%, and with the data of Sedstrbm 1631

(Au + Ag curves 8-11 and Ag + Au curves 4, 6, and 7) around room temperature to within 5%.

The recommended values for k, ke, and k are tabulated in Table 22 for 25 alloy

compositions mostly covering the temperature range from 40 K to the solidus points. These

values are for well-annealed disordered alloys. For two alloys with 1% and 376 Ag, the

tabulated values cover the range down to 4 K. The ke values are given from 4 K to the

solidus points for all 25 alloy compositions. The values for k are also shown in Figures 31

and 32 and their uncertainties are stated in a footnote to Table 22, in which the values of

residual electrical resistivity for the alloys are also given. The uncertainties of the k. and

k values are indicated by their being designated as recommended, provisional, or typical

values. The ranges of uncertainties of recommended, provisional, and typical values are

less than +15%, between :15 and E 30%, and greater than : 30%, respectively.
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4.9. Iron-Nickel Alloy Oystem

The Iron-nickel alloy system does not form a continuous series of solid solutions.

The maximum solid solubility of nickel in iron in 6.81% (6.5 At. %) at 618 K and the solu-

bility decreases at higher and lower temperatures. For nickel-rich alloys the solubility

of iron in nickel is uncertain due to the possible formatim o teNi ordered aructurva.

The solid solubility of Iron in nickel around room temperature may be below 3%.

There are 98 sets of experimental data available for the thermal !_sUPaUP O two

alloy system. However, of the 63 data sets available for Fe + Ni allp Uted Is Tbl 36
and shown in Figure 37, 34 sets are merely single data poits ad de P m sets r

Ni + Fe alloys listed in Table 27 and shown in Figure 38, five ads ar safq,% japts

and 21 sets are for temperatures below 4.5 K.

For Fe + Ni alloys, no specimen containing less than 3% NI was weamed below

100 K. The conductivity-composition curve for 300 K was constructed based am the data

of Powell and Hickman (961 (Fe + Ni curves 3 and 4), Kobbeuas and Kierap [971 (Fe + Ni

curves 30, 31, and 63), and Ingersoll, et al. [981 (Fe + Ni curves 7-16). The electronic

thermal conductivities were calculated from eq. (12) except for those alloys with nickel-

content : 20% at temperatures above 300 K where the ke calculations appear to be unreliable.

The ke values at 300 K were also plotted in the conductivity-composition graph. The dif-

ferences between k and ke were taken as kg, which were extrapolated to lower and higher

temperatures on the basis of appropriate theoretical temperature dependences. The total

thermal conductivity for each composition was then obtained by adding k to the calculated
g

ke except for those alloys containing more than 20% nickel at temperatures above 300 K,
where k's were derived from the experimental data and then k'S were obtained by subtracting

e
kg from k. The resulting values are in agreement with the data of Chari and de Nobel [991
(Fe + Ni curves 1, 33, and 34) and Kohlbas and Kierspe [97) (Fe + Ni curves 30 and 31)

at low temperatures to within 10%, and with the data of BNckhmnd [1011 (Fe + Ni curves 24

*and 25) and Watson and Robinson 11021 (Fe + Ni curves 19, 26, 28, 29, and 62) at higher

temperatures to within 12%. In the process of calculating the electronic thermal onoaeivity,

the correction due to the thermoelectric power was not made at this time, because there is

an anomalous curve of thermopower vs composition at 260 C reported by Wa, at al. (1031

which requires further study. Since the corrections are small, no more than 0. 2% for all

compositions except the 30% Ni alloy, for which it comes to nearly 1% at 260 C, the total

thermal conductivity should not be in too large an error without this correotio.

For Ni + Fe alloys, the conductivity-composition curve for k at 300 K ws .napolated
from the Fe + Ni part to the Ni + Fe portion using the k value of ngersoll 98 (N + Feurve

1) for an alloy with 75.06% Ni as a reference point. That is, the vum of the eotapolated

k value at 75% NI and the ke value calculated from the selected electrical e Ivft ftr



this composition was required to appradmate the Ingersoll value. The ke values for all-

compositions from 1 to 1100 K were calculated from the selected electrical resistivities, and

the k 9 values at 300 K were extrapolated to higher temperatures according to the tempera-

ture dependence of eq. (35). At low temperatures, all data (81,100, 105, 1061 indicate that

k is proportional to T, and the k values were extrapolated to higher temperature to join

the k values extrapolated from 300 K to lower temperatures. The total thermal conductivity

for each composition was then obtained by adding k to ke, except below 60 K for alloys

containing 5% iron or less. The respective P0 values were obtained based solely on the

experimental data of ref. [811. The resulting k values agree with the data of Farrell and

Greig [811 (NI + Fe curves 12-14) and de Nobel (1001 (Ni + Fe curve 35) at low tempera-

tures to within 516 and with the data of Ingersoll 198] (Ni + Fe curve 1), Silverman 11321

(Ni + Fe curve 2), and Shelton and Swanger [108] (Ni + Fe curves 3-5) at higher tempera-

tures to within 10%. The correction due to the thermoelectric power, which is no more

than 2% of the total thermal conductivity for any composition at any temperature, was not

made at this time for the same reason as for the Fe + Ni alloys. The recommended values

are for totally disordered alloys only; there may be an order-disorder transformation in

Ni + Fe alloys over a wide range of compositions.

The recommended values for k, ke, and k are tabulated in Table 25 for 25 alloy

compositions, for most of which the temperature range covered is from 4 to 1100 K. These

values are for well-annealed disordered alloys. The values for k are also shown in Figures

35 and 36. No values are given for temperatures above 1100 K at this time because there

is a phase transformation in iron at 1183 K and it is as yet unknown what effect such a

transition has on the lattice thermal conductivity of these alloys. It is noted that at high

temperatures the differences between the k values of 5% and 10% nickel alloys are rather

large. This is caused by the discontinuity of the Curie temperature at 5. 5% nickel, where

it drops from 1038 K to 677 K as nickel content increases [1041. The values of residual

electrical resistivity for the alloys are also given in Table 25. The uncertainties of the k

values are stated in a footnote to Table 25, while the uncertainties of the ke and k values

are indicated by their being designated as recommended, provisional, or typical values.

The ranges of uncertainties of recommended, provisional, and typical values are less than

+ 15% between 15 and *30%, and greater than -30% respectively.
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4.1X0. 5Ilvqr-Plpd~u AloyS#4-

The stlve-palladlun alloy- syte *2"A ~ 414et "M lIia1a

to the cper-niekel alloy system,9 bit wi th . et8, 1MpoaImt IN t 4usi' . &
and with an elecupomic specific, heat that is bdtte beaVd (101.

There are 32 sets of experimental dat available for tdo thermal coA-tvt of this

alloy system However, of the 18 data, s"t avalabl, for Ag + Pd: alloys listd it Table 29

and showin in Figure 41 six sets are merely singl, dat Points* and oci A. 14 st tot Pd'4-

Ag alloys listed in Table 30 and shown In Figure 43 seven bets are single datt points.
This alloy system. is the most aftensively studied among the nobl metl-"s~dwn

alloy systems, but the only reliable experimental data on thermal conductivity are the low
temperatue measurements by Kemp, et al. [1101 (Pd + Ag curves 6-8 and Ag + Pd curves

6-14), Tainsh and White [1111 (Ag + Pd curves 16-18), and Fletcher and (3reig [841 (Pd +
Ag curves 11-14). The early measurements by Schulze [933 (Pd + Ag curves 1-5 and.
Ag + Pd curves 1-5) of the room tmeauethermal conductivity of these alloys at inter-
vals of 10% gave values that are considerably above the actual values in some cases. Even

after correcting for the lattice component, the Lorena ratios correspoi, ng to Sche's

values for the 60, 70, and 80% Pd alloys are respectively 30, 44. and 35%e greater than the
classical value; it ts unlikely that band structure effects could cause such large Lorens

ratios in these alloys at 298 K. Further evidence that Schulze's values are unreliable Is
that he used the same method to measure the thermal conductivity of gold-palladium& alloys
and that interpolation between his values for his 30 and 40% Pd specimens yields a value
which Is more than 25% greater than that obtained by Laubitz and van der Meer [853 for a
specimen containing 35% Pd. On the other hand, the more recent measurements by
Zolotadchln (1121 at somnewhat higher tme atue on specimens containing 25 and 50% Ag
(Pd + Ag curves 9 and 10 and Ag + Pd curve 15) aperto be too low,, In the second instance

by approxmtl 25%

This alloy system is one of the few in which the thermal condcivity has been measured",
over a very wide range of compositions from liquid helium. temperatures to 100O K. The

measurements by Kemp, et al. were ndertakes to obt fwmuitl information about

the eletrj oo interaction, In particuar to -m wbh" eletrans Isaowihlattice
waves of all polastions, to determine the dependence of the Interaction electront en -
centratica and to'Ad&ce, by ispotlnbetween thee and similar Oa I af
silver-cSadmim &ays the-0 autrab t o e leetr omo Iteractift do the itle
thitud resistvit of silver. The okud revealed the Cosp-Uke bebavwc of the %w t lma-
two, bitteo~~tya a fcionm at %PMpstc as1 08i"000 I% et"OM a en etia

3b ~ it~ and t*d to addhoW imre~ab tan d sal W i Iilwu a
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annealing at higher temperatures to determine whether or not this behavior was caused by

the locking in of dislocations by solute atoms. While the cusp-like behavior persisted, it

was found that an Increase in the annealing temperature from 883 K to 1213 K resulted in

increases of 30% or more in the lattice thermal conductivities of these specimens at liquid

helium temperatures.

A comparison of the values calculated from eqs. (12) and (35) in the region above

the lattice component maximum with the experimental values of Kemp, et al. revealed that
the calculated values for the silver-rich alloys were too low, the total conductivity by as

much as 8% and the lattice component by as much as 25%. It was found that both the total

and lattice thermal conductivities could be brought into good agreement with the experimental

values for all compositions from 2 to 30% Pd by increasing the value of the lattice thermal

conductivity of silver by 50%. Although such an increase does not require unreasonable

values for the Debye temperature or the Grineisen parameter in the equation used to esti-

mate the lattice thermal conductivity of the elements, it raises considerable doubt as to

the reliability of such estimates. While the separation of the electronic and lattice com-

ponents of very dilute alloys at temperatures above that of the maximum of the lattice

component involves some uncertainty, a 50% error in the lattice component is unlikely, al-

though excellent agreement was obtained for the lattice conductivities of both 2 and 5119 Pd
alloys, it was decided, in view of the conflicting evidence, not to report even provisional

values for the lattice thermal conductivity of the dilute silver-rich alloys. In addition, while

the measurements of Tainsh and White established that, in the region below its maximum,

the lattice thermal conductivity of well-annealed samples is substantially greater than the

values obtained from the first set of measurements, these later measurements were limited

to temperatures below 10 K and to compositions of 2, 5, and 10% Pd and could, therefore,

only serve as a rough guide for correcting the values of the lattice component obtained from

measurements on specimens annealed at 883 K; accordingly, the values for the silver-rich

alloys at temperatures below the maximum are provisional.

The lattice thermal conductivity of the palladium-rich alloys of this system was

investigated by Fletcher and Greig, who measured the thermal conductivity of specimes

containing 5, 10, 15, and 20% Ag from liquid helium temperatures to about 100 K. Their

study showed that the strong electron-phonon interactions in these alloys greatly reduces

the low temperature lattice thermal conductivity, causing its maximum to occur at much

higher temperatures than in the silver-rich alloys. The Increase in the temperature of the

maximum of the lattice component is even greater than that shown in their graph became,

at the higher tmperatures, the method used to separate the electronic and lattice com ents

yields values of the latter which are below the true values by an amount which Increases. with

temperature, so that the lattice compoents of these alloys are still increasing at 100 K.

This is consistent with tMe 100 K temperature of the maximum deduced from the measurements

I-'-if



. 1189
by Kemp, et al. on a specimen containing 30% Ag. Since the measurements on the Pd-rich

alloys did not extend to temperatures above those of the lattice thermal conductivity max-
ima, the values of the lattice component in this region were obtained by smoothly joinng
plots of the values deduced from measurements to those calculated from eq. (35).

The recommended values for k, ke , and k are tabulated in Table 28 for 25 alloy

compositions covering the full range of temperature from 4 to 1200 K for most cases. These

values are for well-annealed alloys. The values for k are also shown In Figures 39 and
40. The values of residual electrical resistivity for the alloys are also given in Table 28.
The uncertainties of the k values are stated in a footnote to Table 28, while the uncertainties

of the ke and k values are indicated by their being designated as recommended or provis-
ional values. The ranges of uncertainties of recommended and provisional values are less

than *15% and between *15 and *30%, respectively.

r" -E
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As evidenced by the available experimental thermal conductivity data presented in

this work for the ten binary alloy systems selected as those most extensively investigated,
it is clear that, still, for most of these alloy systems serious gaps exist for either the com-
positional or the temperature dependence or both and that most of the available data are

widely divergent and subject to large uncertainty. The recommended self-consistent ther-

mal conductivity values that cover the full ranges of composition and temperature are

therefore very useful and valuable.

The recommended values are based upon both the critically evaluated, analyzed.

and synthesized experimental data and the values calculated using the semitheoretical meth-

ods developed in this work.

It is thought that the reliability of the methods for the calculation of the thermal

conductivity of binary alloys has been sufficiently tested with selected key sets of reliable

data on alloys in the various binary alloy systems. The method for the calculation of the
electronic thermal conductivity was found to be applicable to all types of binary alloys:

nontransition, transition, solid solution, and mechanical mixture, whereas the method for

the calculation of the lattice thermal conductivity was found to be applicable only to disordered

solid-solution alloys; at present the lattice thermal conductivity of alloys in the mechanical-

mixture region can be obtained only from experimental data.

For all but two of the binary alloy systems the recommended thermal conductivity

values are given for 25 alloy compositions, which greatly facilitates interpolation for alloys

with intermediate compositions. Furthermore, since the thermal conductivity of a binary

alloy in many cases can be used as a first approximation to the thermal condu ,. -ty of 8.

multiple alloy with the same major constituent elements and the same Ifeffeedve"f compo-

sition, the recommended thermal conductivity values for the binary alloy systems reported
herein can lead the way for the study of the thermal conductivity of multiple alloys.

In the course of this study, a number of areas where further theoretical and

experimental research is needed are identified. These areas of further research are rec-

ommended and listed below:

(1) Experimental and theoretical work on band structure effects in binary alloys of

transition elements and noble elements - in particular measuremets on Cu + Pd

and Pd + Cu alloys to determine the validity of large Lorenz ratios reported for
this system.

(2) Development of quantitative theory of impurity mhanoemet of pho a-.leotrm

interactions at low temperatures.
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(3) Measurements of alloy thermal conductivity down to liquid 3He temperatures
to determine the extent to which residual dislocations cause the cusp-like be-
havior of the composition dependence of the low temperature lattice thermal

conductivity.

(4) Development of a theory of low-temperature lattice conduction in transition
elements and high-residual-resistivity alloys.

(5) Experimental and theoretical efforts on the lattice thermal conductivity outside
the region of solid solubility.

j

';-*
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